AGENDA

March 15
7:00 pm RECEPTION for speakers and USCLC board members

March 16
8:00 – 8:10 Welcome and Introduction (OLEG AKILOV)
8:10 – 8:30 Precision medicine approach for CTCL (YOUN KIM)
8:30 – 8:50 Practical approach to NGS: What and how (MICHAEL KHODADUST)
8:50 – 9:10 Therapeutic armamentarium: Mix and match (BARBARA PRO)
9:10 – 9:30 Don’t forget TME: Targeting for success (CHRISTIANE QUERFELD)
9:30 – 9:50 Big data in precision medicine: What to do with it and why this is important for practicing physicians (SWAMINATHAN IYER)
9:50 – 10:10 Moving toward N of 1 (PAMELA ALLEN)
10:10 – 10:35 Coffee break
10:35 – 10:55 Update on staging and clinical assessment (ELISE OLSEN)
10:55 – 11:15 Discussion (ALL PANELISTS)
11:15 – 12:15 Zackheim Award Presentation and Lecture (LARISA GESKIN)
12:15 – 1:00 Lunch and Business Meeting
1:00 – 1:40 Abstract presentations 1 (MICHAEL GIRARDI)
1:40 – 2:20 Abstract Presentations 2 (STEFAN SCHIEKE)
2:20 – 3:00 Tumor Board (ALEJANDRO GRU) – One case presentation with two experts (reenacting)
3:00 – 4:30 USCLC Mini Symposium: Patient Reported Outcomes in CTCL
3:00 – 3:10 Introduction (CECILIA LAROCCH and MCHI SHINOHARA)
3:10 – 3:20 The Patient Perspective (SUSAN THORTON)
3:20 – 3:30 Coffee break
3:30 – 3:40 Patient-focused drug development (SELENA DANIELS)
3:40 – 3:50 The problem with current instruments/measures for HRQoL for CTCL in clinical trials (ELLEN KIM)
3:50 – 4:05 Current research from the Netherlands (ROSANNE OTTEVANGER)
4:05 – 4:20 Current research from Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (NILOUFER KHAN)
4:20 – 4:30 Current efforts by the IDEOM workgroup (CECILIA LAROCR and MCHI SHINOHARA)
4:30 – 4:40 Q&A
4:40 – 5:15 Special Recognition Awards; Adjourn and Closing Comments
5:15 Welcome reception